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Welcome to eighth grade English! We look forward to meeting all of you next
year as we co-teach for on-level, PAP and GT tailoring instruction and learning
for the needs of our students. In order to enrich all students’ learning
experiences, the curriculum encompasses the interconnected nature of listening,
speaking, reading, writing, and thinking through comprehension and response,
experience with multiple genres, author's purpose and craft, and inquiry and
research. We strive for proficiency in authentic oral and written communication
while improving critical thinking skills to navigate the evolving nature of language
and literacy.

During the summer, please read Chains by Laurie Halse Anderson in order
to help build connections between the curriculum and skills practiced in
8th grade ELA and History classes. If you have already read Chains and/or are
interested in additional reading, the two sequels are Forge and Ashes.

While reading, focus on concrete details and evidence that will help you to
answer at least ONE of these questions when you return to school:

1. Compare the different ways that Madam Anne and Lady Seymour
view slavery and therefore treat Isabel.

2. What is the difference between a servant and someone who is
enslaved?

3. Would you have been a Loyalist (Tory) or a Patriot (Rebel)?

If you prefer audio books, please follow along with the printed text to supplement
your understanding and to practice reading strategies. If you have issues locating
the book, make sure to check out the school and DS Community Library including
Summer Reading with Sora for online reading FREE! See the attached “bookmark”
that you can use to remind you of notations to make while reading.

https://www.amazon.com/Chains-America-Trilogy-Laurie-Anderson/dp/1416905863
https://www.dscl.org/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17-yS29pv7bHTz96owSecv4pz0upe9Ca5/view?usp=sharing


Please remember that we, too, have summer training and are on vacation and
will not be checking email on a daily basis. We will respond to any questions as
soon as we are able. Have a great summer, and we look forward to meeting you
in August.


